
FLASHBACK ROAD TO THE SFG OR THE UNKNOWN: GROWTH 

What is my next challenge? Euh I only test me in multiple ways to test my physical, 
endurance, mental strength, pain tolerance, etc. This challenge was basically an 
motivation to me for getting used to keep moving in every situation, to stay ready for 
every situation, inspired by the NAVY SEALS HELL WEEK. Inspired by my own 
experience in walking. Because I have primary explosive power. I drain way more 
energy then an athlete that has an other working body. I am focused on speed, 
explosive and intense sessions. Ultra athletes are rare and the opposite. They can run/
walk for days and still feel not exhausted in legs. Because of the sport physiology of 
their own unique working body. I had already 288 km without thinking about an 
challenge. This was just because of me becoming more and more active since 2 years 
lockdown. So. On 16 JUNE at midnight I was searching something on Google. But 
ended up in an different page. I was suddenly mind blown and so inspired by an 
girl(Aimee Kate Stanton) that did 600 km in one month. Ok. She had food, water, etc. 
But still 600 km is insane. I was so fascinated by her mental strength and story. 
People with superhuman mental strength fascinate me so hard. So then i suddenly 
thought. You know what. I can do this to. Let’s step up my game and do 350 Km more 
to hit 600-650 km. But I will do it as an extreme mental test. I will do it the seals 
way. I will do it in mind that I am on mission. That people need to count on me in 
worst case scenarios. That I can count on myself. It was freaking insanity. I wanted 
500 km on empty stomach. With just only 1 liter water as backup. Who dares, wins!  

One day later I had already 50 km. Holy shit. I want 700 Km! Let’s test me to the 
limits. Push, push, push Michael! 

These challenges come out of nowhere periodically. I don’t know there is an next 
challenge soon. I could be death in this one Ahahaha. This will for sure give me an 
mental push if I think I don’t have energy anymore. I learned to push me in sleep 
deprivation in combination with an hell pain, light headed mind that even could 
hallucinate in combination with storm weather for hours. Drowned/drenched in 
clothes. 50+ km on empty stomach(was actually an session in JUNE before 16 JUNE). 
And then just one meal. An metamorphose of emotions. The first days when you feel 
too much hunger or thirst. But you still need to push 4-6 hours before the session 
ends….. was just brutal. I ended up in trance, lost in space in my bed, cried from 
exhaustion. You start to adapt and change. If you do this over and over again you get 
used to it. The burning degrees, blisters that daily needed first aid but couldn’t cure of 
the activity tempo session after session. The legs that become basically red 
everywhere, your body skin damaged, an cold body.  



Now even the cold wind in the night can be 
brutal. But nope I had 3 days first burning 
degrees from walking for hours in the sun. 
Actually 118,61 km in 2 days and 3 hours 39 
minutes 38 seconds. I only ate 4 eggs and rice 
before. That’s it. So you need to count for hours 
on your willing power. Stay in focus. Give every 
shot you got. The first day I had the luxury to go 
with backpack. So I could store 3 liter of water 
instead of only 1. Because I had only 1 water 
bottle in most days. That’s it. Plus then I had the 
luxury to drink 4 liters of aquarius. The weight is 
no problem. But every 15 km i needed to drink 
50 cl of aquarius to push me. I could drink liters. 
But it was an mental test. Because I didn’t know 
when the session will end. I just took a sip during 
the 15 km for a mental push. For moistening my 
lips. Because in extreme heat, it's already too 
late if you're thirsty. I was immensely thirsty at 
one point. That I drank out the last 2 liters in a 
row. Now I had run out of aquarius and was only 
in day 2 of the 166,503 km at 3 days and 18 
hours and 3 minutes. The day was not even 
finished. So Needed to push me 50-60+ km more 
on water only. In total I actually drank 6 liter 
water, 4 liter aquarius. I was so exhausted. I 
started to slow down. In day 1 at the end of my 

session I ate some fries. Just 1 package. My body 
rejected it. So I ate 2 ice creams, a pack of prince cookies, cooked some 250 gram 
macaroni. And that was just it. Just insanity what I did. Another 10 hours push. I was 
getting tired, mad, in pain. So 118 Km on just limited food and drinks. Then back 
home. Eating some spaghetti. Drinking water. Going more and more in pain, dizziness. 
Had time to battle my thoughts to mental prepare me. Because 6 hours later I was 
already again pushing me. This time only on water. No backpack anymore. With heavy 
first degree wounds that I ignored. I had no money for medication or sun crème so I 
just made my balaclava wet, my shirt wet. Oh and actually was not sleeping that day. 
I was screaming and going multiple times down of pain. I was wrapped in towels, Ice. 
Every movement my shoulders started to hurt as hell. The plan was to go at midnight. 
But I had too much pain. Felt me weak. Dizzy. Started to hallucinate of pain in 
combination with days no sleep in an row, plus all other factors. It was now time to 
prove me. C’mon MICHAEL scream, get lost, get back on your feet. It was actually 
oatmeal and left over macaroni from the 500 grams that I cooked.(But only used 250 
grams.) So I ate, I have wet shirts, I did my first aid, could even stretch. What could 
possibly go wrong eh??? Ahahaha. I thought to wear an jacket but my shoulders were 
screaming the pain out once it was pressured by just wearing it. It was even an 
challenge to wear them. To pull them off. I was in so much pain. But I could only think 
about never giving up. So now I had an ice cold wet shirt on. An wet balaclava as 
backup for my burned neck. But I wanted music. So I putted it in my shorts their 
pockets. Now I had a water stream on my legs. It was 14 degrees, but an very cold 
wind. I started at 4 am I thought. I was stopped by an police intervention unit. I 
smiled. And thought what’s up!. He asked me to put a trash bag on the road to the 
side. That’s it Ahahaha. Ok good to go. I told him. Can you please keep an eye out on 
me. I am doing an challenge 410 Km under 8 days. I am on track. He was just almost 
standing still. The look in his eyes. Ahahaha. He couldn’t believe it. He wished me 



luck. I said goodbye. And he said to me one more thing behind my back when I was 
already moving. “ I see you over an couple of hours.” Ahahaha. That was awesome. 

Well the awesome part still needed to come. It was cold. Holy shit. I am used to cold. 
But just a friendly reminder. I had ice cold water all over me and 10 hours ago It was 
38 degrees. See. The rapid change … I needed to adapt again. It was just insanity. 10 
km more in. Suddenly it started to rain Ahahaha. Cold wind, Ice cold shirt. My legs in 
shorts. So exposed to cold. Plus water on my legs from that balaclava. Jackpot I 
thought! Never give fucking up. Here we fucking go. I was shivering, my body was in 
hypothermia stage 1 or 2 of the 3 known stages. Still pushed me 10 more km on 
willing power. Holy shit I was exhausted next level. This was insane. My one arm was 
even not functional of the exposure of cold in combination with almost no energy and 
sleep deprivation. I had zero money left. Was so damn hungry. The boss of my local 
supermarket knows me. Knows how crazy i am. And knows how honest I am. So I got 
free food on his costs. I needed to pay it back later. I only bought 2 packs of chips, 5 
“koffie koeken”, a pack of prince cookies. I only had oatmeal left, 2 x 125 gram rice, 8 
eggs, 2 x 500 gram spaghetti dry. This was insane. These “koffie koeken were actually 
no energy” it was an mistake. That day I still did 26 km more on willing power. The 
next day I became in an state of trance. I needed to cure my burning degree wounds 
but had no money. So I thought to go Monday to my doctor. It was Sunday. So I 
needed to wait. My doc knows me from young age. I am vip there. Need no 
appointments, don’t need to pay, and receive free meds in emergency situations. But 
the wounds became dirty. There were now even white blisters on my burned 
shoulders. Fuck fuck fuck. I need to call the emergencies. I need to know how bad it 
is. I am pro In stretching, prevention, food knowledge, body consumption etc. Know 
even everything how to reduce pain on my feet. Because just an friendly reminder. My 
feet were burning, my legs were red. And I had an enormous blister since day one on 
my left heel/under feet. I started to think wtf. I am burned, hungry, thirsty, have no 
money, sleep deprived, start to even hallucinate, and endured hypothermia, etc. Like 
nothing can stop me. But I don’t want to fuck up my shoulders. I started to read on 
the internet that burning degrees can be so bad that you don’t feel the pain and just 
damaged the nerves. Yup. Now I was panicking and overthinking. Started to call the 
emergency doctors for weekend cases. They were located in the hospital. I was 
disoriented, confused, sleepy. The doctor asked me why the hell I need this 700 km. 
Why I am doing this in sleep deprivation, hunger, in extreme conditions, etc. You 
know doctor. I can’t say that. I have people behind me. I am trained but I train for an 
way bigger goal. This challenge is insane but I know what I do. I need to get used to 
pain and exhaustion for my main goal. It’s an mental test and physical test. More I 
can’t say. I have a legendary status. Can you repeat that? Legendary??? Yeah, you 
heard that right. I don’t want to talk about this. I am insane and do the most 
impossible stuff. Train already 8 years under the radar for that main goal. She was 
confused. And thought. Ah again an client with too much fantasy. Never mind….. you 
saw in her eyes that she was interested but also thought that I was making up stories 
or so Ahahaha. 

It was only 1,5 euro. Ahahaha. I can pay that. I had 1,75 left on my bank account…. 

Alright so that day I did 20 km in the night. 26 km in multiple small sessions. Because 
my damn polar vantage v his battery flew empty. 

Then the next night was the most insane one. I screamed of pain, kept hours of 
struggling/shaking with my legs/received body shocks of pain in my bed. My body 
started to reach his limits. It was now for true an mental and physical test on life and 
death. I had only oatmeal left and 2 x 500 grams of spaghetti, 2 packs of rice, 8 eggs. 
I ate 4 eggs with bacon and rice, ate oatmeal after an long painful lost in space night. 
I thought wtf Michael. You will end up dead. This is becoming dangerous. I just 



wanted my sub goal 450KM. So I stretched, ate, was battling my thoughts again. To 
suddenly walk again. Holy shit my body was cold, my head was hanging down and 
heavy, my legs felt not right, and I was soooo sleepy. After 5 km I had already 1 
spasm in my leg. At 12 km an bigger one. At 15 km an enormous one that I screamed 
fuck for whole the street. An biker/cyclist just passed and was curious. He stopped 
and asked if everything was fine. I started to burst out of laughing. I said Yup. Never 
been better. Sarcastic. I told him about my challenge and goals. He asked me how far 
I still need to go. I said 250 km Ahahaha. But now I need to rest. My dream fight has 
only an succes rate of 1 to 3% chance. And I want to get prepared for the tenderfeet. 
I am telling you I did already so many insane challenges in my life. But this one is just 
brutal. I have the time of my life Ahahaha. Everything will get tracked. And I actually 
will send it to defense someday. He immediately asked me if I want to eat an sugar 
waffle. I said to him. Whoa, if you could miss it. That would be awesome! And off we 
go …. 20 meter further Ahahaha. My leg started so hard to spasm that I just couldn’t 
take one damn step. Holy shit this will be the emergencies or take an power nap in 
the bus halt I was telling to myself in my thoughts. The guy said to me. You need to 
stop! Stop, rest. It is enough. Tomorrow an new day. You are right. But I first will try 
one more time after an power nap here. And boom it was cold, raining, me laying on 
an bank of the bus halt. I thought in myself. Michael he is right. This is becoming 
insane. You reached your limits. I was pissed but at the same time happy. Because I 
reached the 450 km mark Ahahaha. 

I needed to cross over the street to take the bus. Lucky me I could just send an text. 
And the money for my ticket will come on my bills instead of now directly paying with 
my 25 cents left Ahahaha. 

I couldn’t even step anymore. I had 3 spasms in the middle of road where cars/
busses/trucks drive. I could be apple juice Ahahaha. I was in pain and at the same 
time in euphoria. Ahahaha what an challenge. How the hell I will reach 700 km. 
Michael you are insane!!!!! 

I stood still next to a woman. I started to talk and to open up about my dream. 
Because it was manifestation of public transport Ahahaha. I helped her to text her 
boss in Dutch. She was telling me her dream to become an chef 👩🍳 . Because she was 
now working in Volvo cars. She was amazed by my stories and willing power. She said 
that I can make it. I mean look at you. You swim 500 Km, sported 28-56 hours a 
week, had an hard youth and insane life, you sported even 72 hours a week in year 
one. You did an 14 days no sleep challenge, can run in snow naked, your fitness level 
is high, you inspired even the labo personal with 10/10 legendary body consumption. 
Yup, I have to admit. I never stood still by all my activity. I always kept going. Only 
lockdown slowed me down. And I was really feeling lonely that time. I mean I faced 
so many insane challenges. But this was probably the most insane challenge of my 
life. I even created an damn website just for this dream. And still all those 8 years 
later I still have the burning desire to become an member of the special forces group 
of Belgium. Yup, I said way too much 🤦 . I said like to her. The irony I am telling here 
the most insane thing. While If I am on mission I always will need to shut up and stay 
secret. I mean this job is all about staying in the shadows. The extra opportunities in 
my life made me local famous in GHENT 🤦 . I see now why I am doing that adhd 
traject. Because this is just the thing why I get fired always. I exhaust people by 
telling to much. Make them jealous without meaning that. It is just my over 
enthusiasm. Or I just shut up, stay in super focus. But then I work too good or take 
too much initiative. Then I don’t fit in my team because of working to hard or 
becoming too much focused or asocial to them. It’s always black or white to me 
Ahahaha. Grey does not exist 🤦 🤦 🤦 . Or 3. I sport too much. Do again such an 



insane challenge and think not about working as an priority 🤦 . Balance issues 🤦 🤦

🤦 🤦 ☠ . 

See. I work day and night on an unfolding vision. Did not go to an job anymore for 
2-3 years because I had enough of it becoming fired just because of my enthusiasm. I 
needed to take an step back. Don’t forget I even have ptsd. And still shine all day. So 
if I now know how to balance, succeed my full time internship, adhd traject. Start to 
work again KUH KUH … I work way harder if my activity has an job function. The heck 
I push me trough my limits … 

Well, then I go back to defense with every evidence and justice to open up my file 
again. And this time with an hell of a portfolio and 100% success chance. See I had 
the chance to go back in defense in March 2017. I needed to wait 2 years. I had 
nothing. No parents were I could count on, was an problem child, had no degrees, no 
friends, no job, no money, etc. Only an book. And that book was the start of knowing 
that I can succeed in an unique way. I mean my book was accepted as an medical 
proof for the commission of defense. Ahahaha what an insanity. I mindfucked them, 
Gained their respect, but I needed to rest 2 years. “Boy, rest 2 years, no more 
collocation, obtain an degree, work a little bit. Come back. Then we will see” 

I had in whole this journey suddenly 3 books, an psychological report that shows that 
I am super human mental strong, an university report that shows that I score better 
then average candidates, that collocation turned out to be an corrupt thing. I refused 
medication. And I actually showed them that I did not need it. I was 2 months locked 
up in an half open wing full of sick people. Pleasure it was😴 . An real mental game … 
then the poverty next level. And also living in an room of 5 by 5 meters for 5+ years 
long. Yup, in the campus the magic happened. Now I have an nice home, already 80 
000 plus euro in goals invested thanks to living on 50-100 a month. Not going to 
restaurants, not going to another country. Ok Netherlands is an exception. That was 
for an strong Viking by the way Ahahaha. Again 21 Km on empty stomach. And on km 
14 I stepped in something sharp. Turned out that whole my nail needed to be 
removed because of an blood blister under my nail. Then I also did 85 Km on it in one 
day. And 16 cooper-tests in one day Ahahaha. One month later the doctor could 
remove it. 

I did so many crazy things in my life. Went from social phobia to the castings. My 
confidence is off the charts. Fear and pain are my friends. Went from broken boy to an 
athlete. I never wanted an career as an athlete. I just wanted to stay fit. But yeah if I 
do something with passion. Then this is the result I guess. The 3 highlights of my 
fitness level are probably that 10/10 legendary body consumption, the world record 
inverted sit-up if I can make it official, and last but not least. I almost had 12 000 
euro on my bank account for becoming a fitness model for a promo-spot of a fitness 
brand. Over 22 countries. This was pure insanity. I did not even sign me up. They 
reached out to me. I did my casting intro. The casting studio told me that I am 
currently In the top 3. Over hundreds of candidates. This was so fucking awesome. An 
couple of hours later they told me that I got it. OMG??? Are you joking me?! Is this for 
real? What an awesome accomplishment. 1 day later. Yeah sorry the director sees that 
you have too much pump in the muscle. They want an fit and natural one without that 
much pump in the arms. Booooooom. Suddenly I ended up second. Bye bye 12 000 
euro. Ahahaha. Still an awesome achievement. I was natural. But pushed up too much
😭 🤦 . If I didn’t push up that week I was probably number one☠  

So yeah. Where was i. Right. Waiting on my bus. My legs were really stiff. Suddenly 
my doctor had the amazing idea to come now asap to his office. But doctor ?? 



Michael. If you can walk 450 km. You can walk 2-3 km more. Like holy shit. It was an 
epic live public conversation for 15 minutes. I had my ears in with integrated mic. But 
the people on the bus will remember me I guess Ahahaha. 

Ok. Lucky me. That bus stops 200 meter from my doctor. Ahahaha awesome. One 
clueless receptionist comes to me. I said “here I am. Oh shit but I have no mask. 
Never mind. Do you got it now?” She walks back to her office and comes back with an 
mask. Ahahaha are you freaking kidding me. No no. It’s me Michael. I come for the 
Flammazine…. See that is why I hate this new receptionist thing. I can bypass that by 
calling my doctor. But she does not know me🤦 🤦 . 

Ok the last push. Holy fucking shit. 3,90 km I pushed me. It took me freaking one 
hour and 24 minutes to get trough that hell. Now even my groin muscle started to go 
in full pain. So I placed my hand on my upper leg, hips, groin muscle and pushed me 
3,90 Km. I also made an emergency appointment with the physiotherapist.  

Then I received 50 euro from an friend and another 20 from another friend 2 days 
later. So I finally could start to cure my burning degrees and eat one proper meal. I 
wanted to rest 2-3 days because this was just insane. My body couldn’t go anymore. I 
stretched my full body the next day for 48 minutes and 14 seconds. Nope I missed my 
physiotherapist because my iPhone was so nice to go fucking empty. Now I did not 
know if it was the right call to keep going after my rest. Am I injured? Am I damaged? 
Or is it all in the mind??? 

Well let’s find out. 2 and a halve days rest and here I am again walking. Ahahaha the 
irony. After this sentence my iPhone flew again out. Thank god everything auto saved. 
Because this memoire will become one of my favorites. 
So I was again walking. This time I needed to clean my shower first. It was JUNE 23. 
Time to put an case file on my landlord!. Alright after that outplay thanks to the logic 
of karma I finally could go further. I created multiple stories and videos trough 
Instagram. And suddenly I was talking about my small victory and 245 Km more to 
go. “Time to die in my 245 km Ahahaha” The handyman behind the bush of the 
neighbors was really mindfucked Ahahaha. 

Let them guess. I thought. Welcome to my life. Now I need focus. I said this to 
myself. Not to him. I am anonymous 😴 . Anyways… I did in 30+ burning degrees on 
water only again 30 Km or more. But on that moment I thought I only did 26 or so. It 
was a day later when I synchronized everything that I smiled from here to Tokyo in 
pain, and again sitting 1 hour with dead legs on an bank. It was enough. My mental 
power and cardio tank could go ages further. But my legs were done. My body was 
done. 

So how was the last session going then? Well the day before I did an awesome 30 km 
in 30 degrees. My burning degrees began to peel and moisture began to flow from it. 
You could see trough my shirt the open skin and shedding. I was again not protected 
by sun crème. Just by an shirt this time. I say this time. Because I got those burning 
degrees from going half naked In the baking sun. Off course … I am Michael. The fool 
with stubbornness. I just wanted some fresh air Ahahaha. 

So my legs felt already not fine. I was light headed/dizzy. And now this time it was 
storming. Rain was rocket flying out of the sky. In just my first 500 meter I was 
already drenched. I am used to that. I love that actually. I went this time in balaclava 
to breath better. Because it has an wind stopper. And out of experience I knew it 
starts to glue on your face if it becomes wet. But I also know that walking in such an 
rain is also annoying as hell without balaclava. Rain starts to pour on your face/



mouth. You start to drink. And can’t almost breath because else you have too much 
rain in your mouth to get distracted. With balaclava on the other hand you can breath 
in and out easily. If it glues on your face because of becoming to drenched of the rain. 
Then you simply pull 1 hand out and pull a little the balaclava so that you stay dry on 
your mouth. Still have fresh air. See it is all about experience. I was countless times in 
storm weather. When I had an urban mountain-bike. Then the streets became my 
territory. Everybody was inside or hiding. And I was just going crazy in urban 
mountain biking. I am pro in it. I know how to emergency jump. Know how to 
maneuver, how to emergency brake. Can stand on my bike with one hand and drive/
maneuver. Can bike all day and quick maneuver with just 2-3 fingers. Can even take 
off with one hand while standing still. Can bunny hop from stairs. Can go in high 
speed downwards. See the traffic from 50-100 meter away with hand and eye 
coordination. I mean. My bike was my freedom. But it always got stolen. So that is 
why I suddenly started to walk 300-400 km a month since 2017. Ok In lockdown only 
an couple of months. I was basically sleeping day and night, till I finally had the ps5. I 
also had suggey woogey day and night in chat to keep me motivated trough 
lockdown. We really created an very special bond/connection. Well the story of my 
love to her is not for here. This is on my website. Anyways. Where was I. So flew in 
salto’s with my bike, was sliding on my knees for 3-5 meter in rain in an emergency 
jump, was even emergency jumping because of an cop that did not saw me. Ahahaha. 
Right on my fucking knees. That was actually 1 week before my selections of the elite 
forces of Belgium on January 2016. flew in the emergencies 2 times while I actually 
was standing still. An loose stone flipped me over but I flew on my scrotum. That is 
also an story on his own. The only highlight what you need to know is that I got 2 
stitches without narcose on my freaking scrotum that day. I screamed and cried 
waterfalls like an little kid. Hyperventilated 20 minutes straight. Went ko in the 
reception. Still ignored the painkiller that I got offered. The other one was in storm 
weather. I was speeding on the Graslei(an local famous spot in Ghent). The streets 
were dangerously wet. Suddenly I needed to emergency break because of an stupid 
Asian girl. She had the master idea to take an selfie in storm weather under the 
bridge. I thought she would see me. But nope she was way too focused on the perfect 
picture. Suddenly I shocked her I guess. Because I flew right in front of her. At 45 km 
an hour or more. I was a crazy mad lad on my bike. So I emergency braked already 
30-50 meters in front of her while she sat quietly at her dead ease unsuspecting to 
take a selfie. Ughhhh, ignorance at its finest😂 🤦 ☠ . My bike was sliding. I was 
controlling the speed. Once the speed was reduced to the minimum I emergency 
jumped of it. But it was so wet that I combat rolled over …. On my hips, arms, knees. 
Yup. That day was awesome Ahahaha. I didn’t need an ambulance. Could push me 
home. But I bled everywhere. Just some scratches I thought. The next day the pain 
became to heavy so they took an scan in the hospital. I still did not take painkillers. 
Turned out my hips were bleeding internally. An burst blood vessel. Nothing that big of 
a deal. But still needed some rest. I still could fitness, etc. But sit-ups were to much 
pressuring my hips. So I needed to do 1/4 sit-ups. After 2 weeks it was actually 
already over. Then speaking about willing power. When I was head dancer for that 
commercial of studio-Brussel(Belgian radio/tv) I actually broke my toe. I was dancing 
on an broken toe Ahahaha. I was fighting home and suddenly I hit an screw/bolt at 
full speed of my own light heavy bag setup in my 5 by meter 5 room Ahahaha. Day 2 
I needed to dance and guide an school of 50-100 people, famous Belgians, it was the 
main act😂 🤦 ☠ . Whole freaking day Ahahaha. I burned 6000+ calories that day. I 
was dancing slow, fast, mixed, etc. But they just wanted an perfect explosive shot for 
the commercial. So yeah. After that I still fought home on my light heavy bag. Even 
was swimming with it. I just knew broken toes are not that bad. When I was young I 
broke my toe by fighting for fun with my bare foot. I smashed my toe on another his 



shoe while he was just blocking my kick🤦 ☠ . That moment I had zero experience in 
fighting. But every life experience thanks to my photographic memory is an blessing. 

So to finish this damn awesome memoire. After writing this out. I will have forever 
the energy and flashback that I am unstoppable. This memoire is something different. 
It’s an power and flashback to myself. An inspiring story on his own… 

So after 2 km I already had again spasms in my legs. Fuck, fuck, FUUUUUUCK. Trash 
legs !!!! I was screaming on watersportbaan(famous runners spot in Ghent)next to 
strangers. Again an stoppage. But this time I knew that I reached my limits. I rested 
10 minutes. And still couldn’t move further then 10 meter. Anyways 25 meter push 
and I was sitting exhausted, in euphoria, mad and pissed, with some tears of pain, in 
trance on the bank. FUUUUUUCK. Not 700 KM. But this was basically the end of the 
road. I created again an video update on Instagram. Because I love memories. I 
watch all my posts back periodically. Because they are timeless and epic to me. This 
“never give up journey” is insane. I am currently in year 8. Opened many ways. Still 
poor. But rich in my mentality. I just know how to budgeteer like a pro, share to 
others. Because sharing is caring. And yes I also had 55 000 euro or 60 000 in 
multiple gifts.  Because of my hard youth. So that is why I feel blessed. And always 
share my success. I am maybe financial limited. But it is oh so more rewarding to get 
on the main road. Plus I have an insane website, autobiography, mindfuck coaches 
trough passion, mindfuck psychologists because of being an life expert. Saw multiple 
times the death in my eyes/countless violence and wtf scenarios. And yet I continue 
to damn shine and inspire. I outplay so many people thanks to my discipline, life 
experience, photographic memory. Unstoppable willing power, my super human 
mental strength, by always keeping it real and dead honest. But the only one you 
have to beat is yourself. That is what I learned in whole this journey. I always love to 
see people succeed. Love open minded people. Can’t resist hot girls. Love food, 
dance-floors, and games. Because gaming was my way out when I had an social 
phobia. Or just when I wanted to escape life. Away from the problems for a second. I 
never took drugs. Never took even one single drop of alcohol. And I never smoked.  

Ok. I could game 20 hours an day. It was no addiction. It was just an remedy. 
Because see. Now I barely game. Went in insane transformation. But I am telling you 
in lockdown I was again gaming heavily. Day and night for months. Days in an row, 
etc. And still once nightlife was open I directly sold my ps5 and didn’t miss it …. Now I 
can use it back. To force me to rest. But will see about that. 

Holy cow what an damn journey. I actually did 500 km in 22 days. 450 km under 20 
days. 600 km in 31 days. Because the last week of may was actually also almost 100 
km baby. And I did freaking 1300 km in 3 months and 14. And even 200 km in 
extreme conditions In just 4 days. See the difference now. Once lockdown was over. I 
flew again in my goals. My site is finished, a short psychological awesome 
documentary from out of nowhere, and now I even obtained my own fighting gym 
section in the mma club because I mindfucked the coach with my skills. But still I fight 
on an completely different way. I fight with my heart and soul, in insane sessions, my 
feet are black, use illegal moves, my own created moves etc……It’s just an remedy. I 
fight for fun🧘  

So, fucking a. What is next? An cup of milk and an blowjob please. Insanity at its 
finest. Welcome to my life. Plus I had an blast on Rave Rebels and Charlotte De Witte 
music in Flanders expo GHENT. This gave me so much energyyyyy. 

NEVER GIVE FUCKING UP☯ 👊 👁


